Pipe crossing – Upstream side of pipe crossing looking downstream

Pipe crossing – Upstream side of pipe crossing looking upstream
• HWY 126 – Downstream side of crossing looking upstream

• HWY 126 – Downstream side of crossing looking downstream
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• HWY 126 – Upstream side of crossing looking upstream
• Faulkner Rd – Downstream side of crossing looking upstream

• Faulkner Rd – Upstream side of crossing looking upstream
• Faulkner Rd – Looking downstream from top of crossing

• Railroad – Downstream side of crossing looking upstream
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- Railroad – Upstream side of crossing looking downstream

- Railroad – Looking downstream from top of crossing (levees on both sides)
• Telegraph Rd – Upstream side of crossing looking downstream
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- Telegraph Rd – Downstream side of crossing looking upstream

- Telegraph Rd – Downstream side of crossing looking downstream
• Telegraph Rd – Inside of culvert looking upstream

• Telegraph Rd – Upstream side of crossing looking upstream
Foothill Rd – Upstream side of crossing looking downstream

Foothill Rd – Upstream side of crossing looking downstream
• Foothill Rd – Looking upstream from top of crossing

• Foothill Rd – Looking downstream from top of crossing